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John A. Zublin, Los Angeles, Calif. 
Application May V29, 1943, Serial No. ¿89,0510 

« 10 Claims. (Cl. Z55-1.6) 
This invention relates to the art of drilling well 

bores which primarily riginate and terminate 
within the oil sand an which deviate strongly 
from the axis of an existing well bore for the 
purpose of tapping oil ‘sands too distant from the 
well for drainage by the well itself. > 
The present application constitutes a continu 

ation-in-part of each of my earlier ñled applica 
tions Serial Nos. 423,225 and 423,227, filed De 
cember 16,1941. ` 

Present methods of drilling holes which deviate 
from the axis of an existing well are conñned 
mainly to two methods; ñrstly, to exert with 
whlpstocks, knuckle Joints or similar deviating 
devices, a sidewards pressure on the bit attached 
to the customary string of drill pipe used- for 
drilling oil wells to such an extent as to deviate 
this bit and pipe from the original axis of the 
hole; secondly, to attach a very ñexible section 
at the bottom of regular drill pipe, this flexible 
section being of the nature of metallic flexible 
hose or jointed short individual sections enabling 
the drilling of lateral holes at right angles to the 
'well bore with a very sharp turn from the verti 
cal axis of the well. a 
Of the two methods, only the ñrst is in prac 

tical use for the purpose of reaching under 
ground sources of oil which are not vertically 
under the derrick of the well. This inclined 
drilling, however, proceeds, because of the stiff 
ness of the regular drill pipe, only at very small 
angles with minimum radii of curvature of more 
than 500 feet, making it impossible to confine 
these deviating holes to the thickness of the 
average oil sand. Deviation, therefore, must 
start above the oil sand, calling forcasing and 
cementing and all other expensive requirements 
necessary in the drilling of standard vertical 
holes. The second method has the opposite dis 
advantage of being too flexible, making it im 
possible to obtain a bore in a deñned horizontal 
and vertical direction beyond a certain distance 
from the well, since the extreme flexibility does 
not give the bit sufficient rigidity to drill the oil 
sand and to maintain a predetermined direction. 
The present invention combines to some extent 

the advantages of both methods, eliminating at 
the same time their weaknesses, making it there 
`fore practical to drill side holes from an existing 
well whether vertical> or not, the side hole start. 
ing fromthe original hole within the oil sand at 
any place, and extending in any direction with 
a curve of any desired radius, in some instances 
as small as 5 feet, though usually the curve will 
have a radius 'from 10 to 100 feet. Drilling of 
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this curved hole can be stopped at will and con 
tinued with a >straight hole. Alternating of 
curved hole and straight hole at will is entirely f 
feasible in any direction and at any angle, _thus 
enabling the drilling of’substantially horizontal 
holes from a vertical bore penetrating an oil> 
sand, carrying this horizontal hole Within the oil 
sand to any desired point, where oil saturated 
strata are located, to allow oil to flow through 
this horizontal bore into the well. 

It is a known fact that a tubular carrier for a 
bit which is slightly smaller in diameter than the l 
bit will provide a guide for the bit itself. A per 
manently curved guide of this character will 
force a bit to drill a curved hole, and a perma 
nently straight guide of this character will force 
~a bit to drill a straight hole. I have discovered 
that when a curved hole deviating from a 
straight hole ls desired, this can be accomplished 
by introducing a flexible resilient curved guide 
forcibly into the straight well bore, said curved 
guide being flexible enough to allow it to be 
pushed into the straight hole. If it be desired to 
drill a straight bore from an existing curved bore, 
a flexible resilient straight guide is forcibly in 
serted into the curved bore. _It now the bit is 
placed at the point where the deviating hole is 
to be started and rotated without rotation of the 
drill guide, the resiliency of the long tubular 
guide forcibly flexed by entering the original hole 

 exerts a very considerable side pressure on the 
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drilling bit .rotatably connected with it, causing 
it to dig immediately into the side of the wall 
at the point of contact. , ,If the tubular guide is 
now lowered, the bit will continue to. drill side- ' 
wardly but also downwardly, the guide following 
the bit as drilling progresses. The resiliency ofv 
the“ forcibly flexed guide will continue to exert 
a side pressure on the bit until the guide has 
reached its tensionless or unstressed state, thus> 
assuming its normal unstressed longitudinal con 

For example, when using a drill 
guide having a normal unstressed curved con 
figuration, the bit will be forced to continue 
drilling a correspondingly curved hole under the 
side pressure of the guide exerted on it. 
Now, when using a curved drill guide of the 

invention, if an amount of curved hole has been 
made substantially equal in radius _to theradius 
of the curved guide in tensionless condition, the 
relation between curved hole and curved guide 
will be reversed to the point that whereas in the 
beginning the guide forced thev bit to drill a 
curved hole, said curved hole now causes the 
relaxed guide to continue along this curve as 



2 
long as desired. In other words, a guide of va. 
radius of 25 feet and a length of 20 feet will con 
tinue to guide the bit in the drilling of a hole 
lof the same radius even after the length of this 
drilled hole has exceeded the 20-ioot length of 
the curved* guide. 

It is further clear that if the bit is withdrawn 
from the hole and the curved guide immediately 
behind the bit is replaced with a flexible resilient 
straight guide of the invention, this resilient 
straight guide will be forcibly flexed on entering 
the curved bore and will exert on the bit opposite 
side pressure, forcing the bit to discontinue drill 
ing a curved hole and to drill from there on a 
straight hole. The deviation of bores is there 
fore reversible from a straight hole to a curved 
hole at will, at any point and in any direction. 
Through use of the present invention it is pos 

sible to drill a side hole out of anzexisting verti 
cal hole, as well as to drill a second side hole 
out of the first side hole in`the desired direction, 

 making‘it possible to supply a well with a number 
of side holes which leave the vertical bore of the 
well at different points, these side holes having 
additional side holes, and thus forming a rami 
flcation of holes around the well which will eilec 
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tively drain all the oil which possibly can be ‘l 
'recovered from the area allotted to this well. 

Although this invention is primarily designed 
to drill deviating holes out of an existing open 
hole, it is, however, possible to use the same 
procedure in drilling windows through the casing 
within a well, the successful performance being 
only a matter of sufllcient lateral pressure of 
the resilient curved guide. . 
The invention is also applicable to the obtain 

ing'of side wall samples from a well bore. It 
becomes a simple matter to attach a conventional 
core head to the resilient guide and to utilize 
the entire device as ii' proceeding to drill a side 
hole, but stopping the operation of the device 
after the head has advanced sufdciently to take 
BCOl‘e; . 

With the deñciencies of present day apparatus 
and methods in mind. it becomes a primary ob 
ject of the present invention to provide improved 
apparatus for drilling a well bore deviating from 
an existing well bore. _ ' 
_ It is a more specific object of the invention to 
provide a ilexible resilient drill guide having 9» 
normal unstressed‘ longitudinal configuration cor 
responding approximately to the desired coniig 
uration of the deviating bore to be drilled from 
an existing bore and which is capable when flexed 
to enter an existing bore of storing sufilcient 
potential energy to forcibly‘pres; a drill bit car 
ried at the ~,end ’of thel guide tn follow a path 
substantially” conforming to >’che normal un 

, '_ stressed conilguration of the drill guide. 
A further object .of the invention is to provide 

Aapparatus for drillingr a curved bore deviating 
from an existing straight bore aswell as appa 
ratus for drilling a straight bore deviating from 
an existing curved bore. 

Still a further object of the invention> contem 
plates the provision of flexible resilient drill 
guides adapted to Ibe flexed when positioned in 

, an existing well bore and to do useful >work in 
guiding a drill bit during return from a ilexed 
to an unflexed state which can be coupled to a 
drilling string and bit either in such manner as 
to rotate with the drill string and bit or in such 
manner as to permit independent rotation of the' 
drill bit. . ' 
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Other and more detailed objects of the inven 
tion will be apparent from the detailed descrip 
tion of the invention given in connection with 
the accompanying drawings, in which: y 

Figurek 1 is a somewhat diagrammatic view in 
side elevation of that form of the invention in ' 
which the flexible resilient guide is of a normally 
curved longitudinal conñguration. 

Figure 2 is a view illustrating the flexed con 
iiguration of the drill guide of Fig'. 1 when dis 
posed in an existing straight well bore. 
Figure 3 is a view illustrating the configuration 

of the curved deviating bore resulting from the 
employment of the drill guide of Fig. 1. 
Figure 4 is a somewhat diagrammatic side ele 

vational view of that form of the invention in 
which the flexible resilient drill guide has a nor 
mally straight longitudinal configuration. _ 

Figure 5 is a. view illustrating the disposition 
of the normally straight drill guide of Fig. 4 in a 
curve'd bore previously drilled with the curved 
drill guide 0f Fig. 1. ` 

Figure 6 is a view illustrating` the mode of 
operation by which a straight continuation of a 
curved bore is drilled> employing the drill guide of 
Fig. 4. ' 

Figure ’7 is 
of one form of rotary drill bit that may be em 
ployed in conjunction with certain modiiica 
tions of the invention. 

Figure 8 is a cross sectional view on the line 
8-'8 of Fig. 7, specifically illustrating a flanged 
inner hose molded into the tube. ‘ 

Figure 9 is a detailed view-of one form of 
straight drill guide conforming to the invention. 

Figure 10 is a detail view similar' to Fig. 9 with 
parts broken away and details shown in' cross . 
section. 

Figure 1_1 is a cross sectional view on the line 
II-II of Fig. 10. 
 Figure 12 is a side elevational view partly'in 
section of a further modification of the invernV 
tion.  . 

Figure 13 is a detailed view of a device adapted 
to be employed in taking side wall samples shown 
in association with one form of the invention. 

Referring first to the form of the invention 
shown in Figs. 1 to 3, the elongated flexible re 
silient drill guide of normally curved configura 
tion is generally indicated at I and is helically 
slotted as indicated at 2. lThe pitch of the helical 
slot 2 may increase from the ends of the drill 
guide I toward the center thereof and is prefer 
ably at all points greater than’ the external di 
ameter ofthe tube. The- tube I is adapted to 
carry a suitable drill bit 3 at its lower end and 
to be connected into a drill string at its upper 
end 4. In the present instance, it is shown as 
connected to a second flexible resilient mem 
ber 5 which may have a normally straight longi 
tudinal configuration. . ` 

Since it is desired to have the guide take a curve 
which is of uniform curvature throughout and 
for a curved guide to straighten from a similar 
curve, it is necessary that the equivalent sinu 
ous beam be of varying cross section from end 
to end. A beam of this description is known as a 
‘.‘uniform strength beam.” In accordance’with 
the present invention, it is necessary that the 
guide be stiffer in the center than at the ends. 
This has been accomplished by varying the pitch 
of the‘helical slot so that it is greater at the 
intermediate portion of the. guide than near the 
ends thereof. ’ 
In Fig. 2, the normally curved flexible resilient 

a detailed view partly in section 
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guide I is shown in the iiexed position that it is 
complelled to assume upon entering the straight 
well bore 6. In this case, the bit 3 is shown in 
position to commence the drilling of a deviating  
bore at 'the point 1. It will be appreciated that 
in the ilexing of the drill stem I from its nor 
mally unstressed curved longitudinal conñgura 
tion, as shown in Fig. l, to the position that it 
assumes in the straight well bore of Fig. 2, there 
is stored up in the drill guide very substantial 
potential energy available to do work when the 
drill bit 3 is rotated and advanced. ' 
In Fig. 3, the flexible resilient drill guide I is 

shown in the position that it assumes when the 
initial curved deviating bore 8 has been drilled 
from the existing vertical well bore 6. ‘ It will be 
understood that this >drilling is accomplished by 
holding the ilexed drill guide I in the position 
shown in Fig. 2 against rotationwhile rotating 
and advancing the drill bit 3. In this way the 
potential energy stored in the drill guide I is 
expended in pressing the drill bit 3 sidewardly 
against the wall of the existing well bore 6 and 
in guiding the same in the drilling of a deviating 
bore having a conñguration corresponding sub-> 
stantially to that of the relaxed and unstressed 
normal conilguration oi' the drill guide I. 

Since the direction and character of the deviat 
ing bore depend upon the character> and normal 
unstressed longitudinal conñguration of the drill 
guide, it will be appreciated that a drill guide 
having a conñguration conforming substantially 
to that of the desired deviating bore will be 
selected for any given operation. It will like 
wise be appreciated that while a normally curved 
resilient drill guide such as illustrated at I' in 

withintherangeofapproximatelyZOfeetto 100 
feetwithout _the metal of the guide tube 
beyond its elastic limit. Because of-this prop 
erty, drill guides conforming to the present .in 
vention are possessed of long life in repeated use. 

Another operation _not speciiically -disclosed 
in the drawings can beperformed with the drill 
guide I.` For example, if, after the initial curved 

> bore 8_ shown in Fig. 3 is drilledby holdingthe 
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Fig. 1 may be used to drill a deviating curved _ 
bore, a normally straight drill guide such ̀ as the 
one indicated at 9 in Fig. 4 may be used in drill- _ 
ing either a straight continuation from an exist 
ing curved bore or a straight bore deviating at 
an intermediate point from an lexisting curved 
bore. In Fig. 5, the normally straight flexible re 
silient drill guide 9 is shown positioned ‘in a devi 
ating curved bore such as results from the use 
of the drill guide I in the manner illustrated in 
Fig. 3. _In the> position that the drill guide 9 and 
_bit I0 are shown in Fig. 5," the guide 9 will, if K* 

_ held against rotation during further advancev 
` vand rotation of the drill bit I0, so guide the 'drill 

bit that it will drill a straight continuation of the 
curved bore as specifically illustrated in Fig. 6. 

` It will be understood’that the deviating bore as 
shown in Fig. 6 isdrilled by ilrst employing the 
curved drill guide I of Fig. 1 to initiate the 
curved -bore and by thereafterv substituting for 
the curved guide I the normally straight drill  
guide l. A?s’econd normally straight flexible see 
tion II is shown as connected to the upper 

’ ena of the straight guide s in Figs. 5 and s. 'to 
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ilexible drill guide IY against rotation, further 
drilling is effected by rotation of the 
ñexible drill guide I, a continuing straght bore 
can be drilled, which is, however, of substantial 
ly greater diameter than the bit. 'Insuch opera 
tion, the rotation ot'the curved guide causes 
the production of an initially tapered bore which 
eventually becomes cylindrical. The reason for 
the >straightness of the bore drilled by rotation 
of the curved drill guide is the fact that rotation , 
of the curved guide neutralizes the eñect of the 
curvature thereof. The» enlargement of the 
straight continuing bore so drilled is occasioned _ 
by the continuing side pressure exerted on the> 
bit by the rotating curved guide. This operationv 
has one material advantage; namely, that it is 
possible to initiatea curved bore deviating from 
an existing straight bore and effect the drilling 
of a straight extension of Vsuch curved bore with 
the same equipment and without removing the - 
drill string and bit from the well. _ 
Coming now to some of the more detailed as 

pects of the invention, there is shown in Fig. 7 
a ñexible resilient drill guide I2 conforming to 
the invention within which there is disposed, 
preferably by molding therein, an inner imper 
foi'ate ñexible hose I3, which' in this particu-_ i 
lar construction is provided with a helical com 
pressible ñange Il adapted to extend outwardly 
through the helical slot I5 of the flexible guide 
_tube I2. In the form of the invention shown in 
Fig. '1, the inner tube I3 and the outer tube I2 
are, of course, not capable of independent rota 
tion. It will be realized that because of the rela 
tive softness of rubber as compared to the metal 
of which the guide I2 in made, the helical layer 

y of rubber I l within the slot I5_ does not offer too 
great resistance to the ilexing of the tube I2, the 
helical rubber layer Il merely compressing 'and 
stretching under the iniluence of bending of the 
tube which causes the slot I 5 to open and close. 
The turbine driven rotating bit shown in Fig. 7 
is of a typev similar to that described in my Pat 

» ent No. 1,859,948, and has been found highly suit 
able Ior turbine drives became of the gear re 
duction eiïect described in said patent. ~In this 

» case the stator IC of the turbine is threadedly 
 received inthe lower end of the resilient iiexible 

The normally straight ilexible resilient drill ' 
` bic guide a must be perfectly resuient in bend 
ingffl'ôma straight line' to the are of the curved 
boi-'e'.and from this are to a straight line without 
stressing the metal o! the tube beyond its elastic 
limit. Likewise, the normally curved flexible 're 
silient- drill guide of Fig. 1 must be perfectlyA 

- resilient in bending from its normally curved con 
figuration to substantially a straight line with 
out stressing. the metal of the tube beyond its 
elastic limit. . ' 

` It will thus be apparent that either the straight 
' or the curved form of the guide is capable of 
passing through both a straight well bore and 
a curved >well bore having a radius pf curvature 
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guide tube I2 and is secured'by a center pin I1 
~ to the rotor Il which is attached to the bit in 
dicated generally at I9. One or more rows of, 
balls 2l are located in races on the stator Il and 
rotor Il. These balls serve theduai purpose of 

the stator and rotor together and pro- ' 
viding a means for minimizlng friction between ‘ ' 
these two parts. The propulsive force for turn 
ing the turbine comes from the drilling ñuid mov 
ing through the nexible hose Il. The drillingk 
iiuid is guided through a series of openings II 
annular-ly surrounding the pin I1. These open- » I 
ings 2l are defined by guides or vanes 22. These 
vanes are helically disposed around the center 
pin I'I so that they impart'to the drilling iluid a 
rotational velocity.“ it passes them. 'l'.'he ro- _ 
tor'Il ofthe turbine is likewise provided with 

3 . 
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vanes -23 also helically disposed about the axis 
of the turbine. ’I'hese vanes are directed in the 
opposite direction from the vanes 22 on the sta 
tor similarly to the vanes in any axial ñow tur 
bine. In this manner drilling fluid passing 
through .the hose I3 is delivered through the 
vanes in the stator and given a rotational velocity 
causing a reaction on the blades of the rotor, 
exerting a. torque thereon which will drive the 
bit without rotation of the guide tube l2. While 
in Fig. 7, I.have illustrated a. specific form of 
bit, it will beappreciated that any suitable type 
of bit may be used. It will also be appreciated 
that the specific construction of the flexible 
metal tube I 2 and inner hose I3 disclosed in Figs. 
7 and 8 may be used in any case where relative 
rotation between the inner fluid conveying hose 
and the outer flexible metal tube is not required. 
Coming-next to the features disclosed in Figs. 

9, l0 and 11, the flexible resilient drill guide 24 
is shown as carrying a rotating drill bit 25 at its 
lower end and provided with threaded means 26 
at its upper end for coupling into a drilling string. 
The helical slot 21 in this instance is illustrated 
as of varying pitch, the pitch of the slot increas 
ing from the ends of the tube 24 toward the 
center thereof and being in all instances greater 
than the external diameter of the tube 24. 
By reference to the detailed showing in Fig. 

l0, it will be noted that the inner hose 28 is 
mounted for free rotation within the flexible 
tube 24 and that the hose 28 is connected at its 
lower end to the bit 25, whereby the bit 25 may 
be driven through the medium of the hose 28. 
It will be understood that the hose 28 in this 
form of the invention performs the dual func 
tion of conveying drilling fluid from the drilling 
string to the bit and permitting rotation of the 
bit without rotation of the guide 24. 
A coupling 28 isl shown for use in coupling the 

flexible resilient tube 24 into a drilling string. 
In Fig. 10, coupling 29 interconnects flexible drill 
guide 24 with a second flexible section 38. There 
is also shown a. suitable coupling for intercon 
necting sections of the hose 28. In this case, 
the opposed ends of the sections of the hose 28 
carry complementary threaded coupling elements 
3| and 32 interconnected at 33. In order to 
prevent axial movement of the hose 28 within the 
guide 24, the interior of the coupling 29 and the 
exterior of the coupling elements 3l and 32 are 
provided with races withinwhich balls 34 can 
run to form bearings which prevent axial move 
ment of coupling elements 3| and 32 with re 
Aspect to the coupling 28. These balls also serve 
to reduce friction on relative rotation of the hose 
28 and the flexible tube 24. Of course, it will be 
realized that these balls 34 must be inserted after 
the tubes 24 and 3|) are coupled together and 
the hose coupling elements 3l and 32 coupled 
together. To permit of such insertion, a small 
tapped hole 35 is provided opposite each race 
extending through thej coupling 28. Threaded 
couplings 36 are provided to retain the balls in 
place after they have been inserted. It will be 
observed that balls 31 similar to the balls 34 are 
positioned in races formed in the tube 24 and 
the bit shank to insure free rotation of the bit 
'25 andv hose 28 relative to the outer flexible 
resilient metal tube 24. ‘ 

In the construction shown in Figs. 9,10 and 
11, it is possible to hold the drill string including 
the flexible resilient guide 24 against rotation 
while rotating and advancing the drill bit. It 
is, of course, also possible. in the event such 
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operation is desired, to rotate the drill string 
either at the same orl at a different speed of 
rotation than that at which the drill bit is driven. 

In Fig. 12, there is illustrated a modified form 
of the invention more especially adapted to those 
conditions where flexing of the drill guide in a 
single plane vis desired. In this case, the flexible~ 
resilient metal tube 38 is provided with the stag 
gered transverse slots 39. To insure greater 
stiffness of the tube at the center than near the 
ends, the slots 39.are spaced farther apart near 
the center of the tube than near the ends there 
of. 'I'he mode of operation of the flexible re 
silient’drill guide of Fig. 12 is generally compar 
able to that of the helically slotted drill guide 
with the exception that i't is primarily adapted 
to flex in one plane. In this case, the hose 48 
is interconnected by the coupling 4I to the tube 
38 so as to rotate with the tube-38. It will be 
appreciated, however, that the relationship be 
tween the hose 40 and tube 38 may be made 
comparable to that existing between the hose 
28 and the tube 24 as illustrated in Fig. 10; 

It is often desirable to take a side wall sample 
from an existing well bore, and _in Fig. 13 I have 
illustrated the adaptation of the invention to 
such use. In this form, a suitable core head 42, 
which comprises essentially a rotary bit so 
formed as to leave a core as it cuts into the 
formation, is rotated by means of- the hose 43 
disposed interiorly of the outer flexible resilient 
metal 'drill guide 44, which in this instance is 
held against rotation while the core head 42 is 
simultaneously rotated and advanced to take the 
sample. The flexible resilient guide 44 serves to 

A cause the core to be taken at an angle of the 
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side Wall of the bore within which the flexible 
resilientguide 44 has been forcibly introduced. 
The foregoing description is given by Way of 

exempliflcatfon of the invention and not in 
limitation thereof, the scope of the invention 
being “that setl forth in the appended claims. 
WhatIclaim is: ` 

1. A well drill bit guide for guiding a rotating 
drill bit in drilling a well bore deviating from an 
existing well bore comprising a flexible metal 
tube of high resiliency having a normal un 
stressed longitudinal configuration correspond 
ing approximately to the desired longitudinal 
configuration of the deviating Well bore and from 
`which conilguration said tube must be forcibly 
flexed to enter the existing well bore, said tube 
being capable of passing through both a straight 
Well bore and a curved well bore having a radius 
of curvature within the range of from 20 to 100 ' 
feet without stressing the metal o-f the` tube 
beyond its elastic limit, the resiliency of said 
tube when flexed to enter the existing well bore 
being adequate to store sufllcient potential en 
ergy to forcibly guide a rotating drill bit from 
the existing bore in a path conforming to the 
unflexed configuration of said tube. 

2. A well drill bit guide for guiding a drill bit 
in drilling a well bore deviatixïg from an existing 
well bore comprising a slotted flexible metal tube 
of high resiliency having a normal unstressed 
longitudinal configuration corresponding ap 
proximately to the desired longitudinal configu 
ration of the deviating well bore and from which 
configuration said tube must be forcibly flexed to 
enter the existing well bore, said tube being capa 
ble of passing through both a straight wel1 bore 
and a curved well bore having a radius of curva 
ture withinpthe range of from 20 to 100 feet 
Without stressing the metal of the tube beyond 
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its elastic limit, the resiliency of said tube when 
flexed to enter the existing well bore being ade 
quate to store suillcient potential energy to forci 
bly guide a rotating drill bit from the existing 
bore in avpath conforming to the unilexed con 
figuration of said tube, a flexible hose mounted 
within said tube for conveying iiuid therethrough 
and means for coupling said tube to a well drill 
ing string. ' 

3.> A well' drill bit guide for guiding a rotating 
drill bit in drilling. a well» bore deviating from 
an existing well bore comprising a tube of ma 
terial of high resiliency having a slot in its wall 
extending helically around and along the tube 
to render the tube flexible to bending, the pitch 
of said helical slot being greater than the outside 
diameter of said tube, said tube having a normal 
unstressed longitudinal , configuration corre 
sponding approximately to the desired longitu 
dinal configuration of the deviating well bore 
and from which configuration said tube must 
be forcibly ilexed to enter the existing Well bore, 
said tube being capable of passing through both 
a straight well bore and a curved well bore hav 
ing a radiusoi curvature within the range of 
from 20 to 100 feet without stressing the metal 
of the tube beyond its elastic limit, the resiliency 
of said tube when flexed to enter the existing well 
bore being adequate to store sumcient potential 
energy to forcibly guide a rotating drillbit from 
the existing well bore in a path conforming-t  
the unilexed configuration of said tube. . ' 

4. A well drill bit guide for guiding a drill bit 
in drilling a, well bore deviating from an existing 
well bore comprising a tube 4of material of high 
resiliency having a slot in its wall extending heli 
cally around and along the tube to render the 
tube ñexible to bending, the pitch of said helical 
slot varying from a. minimum near the ends of 
the tube to a maximum at the center of the tube 
and the pitch throughout a substantial portion 
of the length of the tube being greater‘than vthe 

- outside diameter of the tube. said tube having 
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5 
the existing bore in avpath conforming to the 
unilexed configuration of said tube, a flexible 
hose mounted within said tube for rotation there 
in, means for coupling said hose to a drill bit, 
and means for coupling said tube to a well drill» 
ing string. . ' ' 

6. A well drill bit guide for guiding a drill bit 
in drilling a curved well bore deviating from an 
existing-straight> well bore comprising a ñexible 
metal tube of high resiliency having a normally 
curved configuration corresponding approxi 
mately to the desired longitudinal coniìguration 
of the deviating curved well bore and from which 
configuration said tube must be forcibly flexed 
to enter the existing straight well bore, said tube 
being'capable of passing through> both the exist 
ing straight well bore and a curved well bore 
having a radius of curvature within the range 
of from 20 to 100 feet without stressing the 
metal of the tubev beyond its elastic limit, the 
resiliency of said tube when iiexed to enter the 
existing straight well bore being adequate ̀ to 
store sufficient potential energy to forcibly guide 
al rotating drill bit from the existing bore in a 
path conforming approximately to the normal 
uniiexed configuration of said tube. 

‘7. A well drill bit guide. for guiding a drill bit 
in a well bore deviating from an existing well 
bore comprising a tube of metal of high resiliency 
having transverse slots in staggered relationship 
in diametrically opposed walls thereof to render 
the tube flexible to bending in one plane, said 
tube having a normal unstressed longitudinal »' 
configuration corresponding approximately to the 
desired longitudinal conñguration of the deviat 
ing well bore and from which configuration said 
tube must be forcibly iiexed to 'enter the exist 
ing well bore, said tube being capable of passing 
-through both a straight well bore and a curved g . 
well bore having a radius of curvature within the 
range of from 20.to 100 feet without stressing 

.. the metal of the tube beyond _its elastic limit, 

a normal unstressed longitudinal configuration " 
corresponding approximately tothe desired lon 
gitudinal conilguration ofthe deviating well bore 
and from which coniiguration said tube must be 
forcibly flexed to enter the existing well bore, 
said tube being capable of passing through both 
a straight well bore and a curved well bore hav 
ing a radius of curvature within _the range of 
from 20 to 100 feet without stressing the metal 
of the tube beyond its elastic limit,the resiliency 
of said tube when flexed to. enter the existing 
well bore being adequate to store sufficient po 
tential energy to forcibly guide -a rotating'drill 
bit from the existing bore in a path conforming 
to the unflexed configuration of said tube. I _ 

5. A well drill bit guide for guiding a rotating 
drill bit in drilling a well bore deviating from an 
existing well-bore comprising a slotted flexible 
metal tube of highreslliency having a normal 
unstressed longitudinal configuration .corre 
spending approximately to the desired longitu 
dinal conñguration of the -deviating well bore 
and from which configuration said tube must be 
forcibly ilexed to enter the existing well bore, said 
tube being capable of passing through both a 
straight well bore and a curved well bore having 
a radius oi' curvature within the range of from 
20 to 100 feet without stressing the metal 4oi' the 
tube beyond its elastic limit, the resiliency of 
said tube when flexed to enter the> existing well 

. bore being adequate to store sumcient potential 
energy to forcibly guide a rotating drill bit from u flexible to bending, said tube having a nor. 
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the resiliency of said tube when iìexed to enter 
the existing well bore being adequate to store 
suiiicient potential energy to forcibly guide a 
rotating drill bit from the existing well bore iny I 
a path conforming to 
of said tube. ‘ Y A . 

8. A well drill bit guide for guiding a rotating 
drill bit in drilling a straight well bore devlating 
from an existing curved well bore comprising a 
tube of metal of high resiliency having a slot 
in its wall extending vhelically ar ,und and along 
the tube to render the tube flexible to bending. 

the uniiexed conñguration 

the pitch of said slot being greater than the cut~> 
side diameterv oit> said tube, ‘aid tube having a 

' . no1-many straight mngitudin‘fi con?guranon from. 
which configuration it must be forcibly ñexed to 
enter the existing curved well bore, said tube 
being capable of passing through both a straight 
well bore and a curved well bore having a radius 
oi curvature within the range'of from 20 to 100 
feet _without stressing the metal of the tube 

» beyond its elastic limit, the resiliency of said 
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tube when flexed to enter the existing curved 
well bore being adequate to store sufilcient poten 
tial energy to forcibly guide a rotating drill bit 
from the existing curved bore in a straight path , 
deviating from the curved bore. 

9. A well drill bit guide -for guiding a drill bit 
`in drilling a well bore »deviating from an existing 
well bore'comprising a tube of material'of high 
resiliency having a slot in its wall extending 
helically around and along the tube to render the 

t 



mal-unstressed longitudinal configuration cor 
responding approximately to the desired longitu 
dinal conilguration of the deviating well bore and 
from which conilguration said tube must be 
forcibly ñexed to enter _the existing well bore, 
said tube being capable of passing through both 
a straight well bore and a curved well bore hav 
ing a radius. of curvature within the range of 
from 20 to 100 feet without stressing the metal 
of the tube beyond its elastic limit, the resiliency 
of said'tube when flexed to enter the existing 
well .bore being adequate to store suflicient poten 
tial energy to forcibly guide a rotating drill bit 
from the existing bore in a path conforming to 
the uniiexed conñguration of said tube, a`tlexible 
hose mounted within said tube for conveying 
fluid therethrough, said hose having a compressi 
ble flange extending helically. around and along 
its outer surface, said ñange lying vwithin the 

said tube t0 a well drilling string. f 
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10. A well drill bit guide for guiding a drill bit 

in drilling a curved well bore deviating from an 
existing straight well bore comprising >a iiexible 
metal tube of high resiliency having a normally 
curved configuration having a radius of curva 
ture within the range of from 10 to 100 feet and 
corresponding approximately to the desired lon 
gitudinal conilguration of the deviating curved 
well bore and from which- conñguration said tube 
must be forcibly flexed to enter the existing 
straight well bore, said tube being capable of 
passing through the existing straight well bore 
without stressing the metal of the-tube beyond  
its elastic limit, the resiliency of said tube when 
iiexed to enter the existing straight well bore 
being adequate to store .sui’iicient potential en 
ergy _to forcibly guide a rotating drill bit from 
the existing bore in a path conforming approxi 

’ mately to the normal uniiexed configuration of 
helical slot in said tube, and means for coupling 20 said tube.. ' 
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